A necessary and su$cient condition for an m;n matrix A over F O having a Moor}Penrose generalized inverse (M}P inverse for short) was given in (C. K. Wu and E. Dawson, 1998, Finite Fields Appl. 4, 307}315). In the present paper further necessary and su$cient conditions are obtained, which make clear the set of m;n matrices over F O having an M}P inverse and reduce the problem of constructing M}P invertible matrices to that of constructing subspaces of certain type with respect to some classical groups. Moreover, an explicit formula for the M}P inverse of a matrix which is M}P invertible is also given. Based on this reduction, both the construction problem and the enumeration problem are solved by borrowing results in geometry of classical groups over "nite "elds (Z. X. Wan, 1993, &&Geometry of Classical Groups over Finite Fields,'' Studentlitteratur, Chatwell Bratt).
INTRODUCTION
The concept Moor}Penrose generalized inverse [1] , which will be simply called the M}P inverse, of a matrix of order m;n over a "eld F was proposed by Moor (in 1920 Moor (in , 1935 and Penrose (in 1955) for the case when F is the real "eld or the complex "eld, respectively. Penrose proved that every matrix over the real "eld or complex "eld does have an M}P inverse, and its M}P inverse is unique. Recently, the M}P inverses of matrices over a "nite "eld F O are considered in some cryptographic applications [2] . Unlike the case when F is the real or the complex "eld, it is not necessary that every matrix over an arbitrary "eld has an M}P inverse. A matrix will be said to be M}P invertible if it has an M}P inverse. A necessary and su$cient condition for an m;n matrix A over F O having an M}P inverse was given in [3] . In the present paper further necessary and su$cient conditions are obtained, which make clear the set of m;n matrices over F O of rank r and having an M}P inverse and reduce the problem of constructing M}P invertible matrices to the problem of constructing vector subspaces of certain type with respect to the orthogonal groups or pseudo-symplectic groups, depending on q being odd or even. Moreover, an explicit formula for the M}P inverse of a matrix which is M}P invertible is also given. Based on this reduction, both the construction problem and the enumeration problem are solved by borrowing results in geometry of classical groups over "nite "elds [4] .
CRITERIA AND PARTITION OF M-P INVERTIBLE MATRICES
Let M KL (F) denote the set of m;n matrices over the "eld
if it satis"es the following four conditions,
where AO denotes the transpose of A. The matrix A is called M}P invertible if A has an M}P inverse. From the de"nition we see if X is an M}P inverse of A, then A is also an M}P inverse of X, and XO is an M}P inverse of AO too.
We follow the notation of [4] . The set of n;n nonsingular matrices over F is denoted by G¸L (F). We use
to denote the n-dimensional row vector space over F. Let R be an rdimensional vector subspace of F L , and let v , v ,2,v P be a basis of R. We use the r;n matrix
to represent the vector subspace R and write
i.e., we use the same letter R to denote a matrix which represents the vector subspace R and call the matrix R a matrix representation of the vector subspace R. It should be noted that a matrix representing an r-dimensional vector subspace in F L is an r;n matrix of rank r. It is clear that two r;n matrices R and ¹ of rank r represent the same r-dimensional vector subspace if and only if there is an r;r nonsingular matrix b such that R"b¹. In this paper, for any matrix A in M KL (F), we denote by¸(A) the vector subspace spanned by all the rows of A in F L and by¸(AO) the vector subspace spanned by the transpose of all the columns of A in F K . We always let C be an r-dimensional vector subspace of F K and let R be an r-dimensional vector subspace of F L . We "x a matrix representation of the vector subspace R and denote it also by R, as mentioned above. Similarly we "x a matrix representation of the vector subspace C and denote it also by C. We denote by M KL (F, r) the set of m;n matrices of rank r over F and denote by M KL (F, r, C, R) the set of matrices
The following disjoint union is clear: Here I P denotes the r;r identity matrix. Then
hence bR"(I P 0)P for some b3G¸P (F). We also have AO"PO (
hence dC"(I P 0)QO for some d3G¸P(F). Therefore
where a"dOb3G¸P (F).
&&If'' part: There exist some Q3G¸K (F) and P3G¸L (F) such that
so we have
Therefore¸(
from (6) and (7). We also have AO"PO aO 0 0 0 QO from (7), and thereforȩ
&&Uniqueness'' part: Let P and Q be de"ned by (6); then A"Q (? ) P holds true whenever A"COaR. Proof. Note thaţ
and¸(
X)"¸(XAX)-¸(AX)"¸(XOAO)-¸(AO),
Thus dim ((¸(A))4dim ((¸(XO))"dim ((¸(X))4dim ((¸(AO))"dim ((¸(A)). Therefore dim(¸(A))"dim (¸(XO)),(9)
and dim(¸(AO))"dim(¸(X)). The former together with (8) leads to R"¸(A)"¸(XO)
, and the latter together with (9) implies¸(X)"¸(AO)"C; hence X3M LK (F, r, R, C).
THEOREM 2.1. (Formula for M}P inverse).¸et A3M KL (F, r, C, R). If A is M}P invertible, then both CCO and RRO are nonsingular, and RO(CARO)\C is the unique M}P inverse of A.
Proof. We may assume A"COaR for some a3G¸P(F) from Lemma 2.1. Let X be an M}P inverse of A. We have X3M LK (F, r, R, C) from Lemma 2.2 and then X"RObC for some b3G¸P (F) from Lemma 2.1. Note that
we have a"aRRObCCOa from Lemma 2.1, and thus a\"RRObCCO, which shows that both RRO and CCO are nonsingular. Then
In the following, we will denote by A> the unique M}P inverse of A when A is M}P invertible. We denote by¸(A) N the dual space of¸(A); i.e.,
Proof. We may assume A"COaR for some a3G¸P (F) from Lemma 2.1.
1. Let Q be de"ned by (6), then
3. We have¸(
"r!rank (RRO).
. ¹hen the following conditions are equivalent:
Proof. We may assume A"COaR for some a3G¸P (F) from Lemma 2. 
We use the same letter A to denote the linear map xOCAxO from
to denote the image space of A and the symbol Ker(A) is used to denote the kernel space of A, and for any subspace ; of F K O, the symbol ; N is used to denote the dual space of ; in F (m)O ; i.e.,
is M}P invertible if and only if both F
K O O "Im(A)Im(A) N and F L O O "Ker(A) N Ker(A) hold.
Proof. Note that¸(AO)"Im(A)O and¸(A)
hence we get the desired result from Theorem 2.2.
In the following, we denote by F L (r, * ) the set of all possible r-dimensional subspaces R with RRO being nonsingular in F L . For a "nite set S we denote by "S" the cardinal number of S.
THEOREM 2.3 (Partition). ¹he set of all M}P invertible m;n matrices of rank r over F, denoted by M KL
(F; r; * ), is the following disjoint union:
Proof. It is a consequence of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2.
CONSTRUCTION AND ENUMERATION OF M}P INVERTIBLE MATRICES OVER FINITE FIELDS WITH ODD CHARACTERISTIC
In this section we let F O be a "nite "eld with odd characteristic. The problem of constructing and enumerating the m;n M}P invertible matrices of rank r is reduced to that of constructing and enumerating the elements in G¸P(F O ), the elements in F K O (r; * ), and the elements in F L O (r; * ) by Theorem 2.3. It is known [4] how to construct matrices in G¸P (F O ) and it is also known [4] that "G¸P(F O )"" 04i(r (qP!qG), so we need consider only the problem of constructing and enumerating the elements in F L O (r; * ) for any given n. Our discussion will be based on geometry of the orthogonal groups. From Theorem 1.25 of [4] the following lemma follows immediately. 
if n is odd;
if n is even; and z is an nonsquare element in F O .
We also need the following lemma from [4] . 
where 0 P\Q\A is a zero matrix of order r!2s! and
i.e., there exists a matrix representation ¹ (¹"bR for some b3G¸P(F O )) of the subspace R such that
R is called a subspace of type M(r, 2s# , s, ) with respect to the [5] or [6] ).
Proof. It is a consequence of Lemma 3.3 and 3.2.
CONSTRUCTION AND ENUMERATION OF M}P INVERTIBLE MATRICES OVER F Q WITH CHARACTERISTIC 2
In this section we let F O be a "nite "eld of characteristic 2. Similar to the case of odd characteristic, in order to construct and enumerate the m;n M}P invertible matrices of rank r, we need consider only the problem of constructing and enumerating the elements in F L O (r; * ) for any given n. Our discussion on the latter will be based on geometry of the pseudo-symplectic groups [4] , and almost all concepts in discussion are quoted from [4] . We need the following lemmas which are shown in section 4 of [4] . LEMMA 4.1 [4] .¸et F O be of characteristic 2 and I L be the n;n identity matrix over F O . ¹hen there exists an n;n nonsingular matrix K such that
and where the formula for N (2t, 2s# , s, ; 2 # ) can be found in [4] ; see also [7] .
